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A simple closed-form electromechanical analysis of
* toroidal field coil is used to calculate current
density in the conductor plus coolant <<?„») and
fraction of the cross section allotted to structure
(Act) ** firrionr of impwrrint machine parameters,
including the Toung's modulus of tbe structural mate-
rial, allowable elastic strain, system aspect ratio,
major radius, and minimum field. The analysis is used
tm -ssess trade-offs between conductor strain and other
—ihln> parameters, and to identify ways in which
strain-tolerant superconductors can increase flexi-
bility in the system as a whole. Both *T

con and %s C

are regarded as figures indicating feasibility of a
particular set of magnet parameters. 1st particular,
high-strain conductors allow tbe use of less stiff
structural materials (aluminum alloy* rather than
stainless steel, for example). High-strain conductors
also significantly impact attainable field and usable
aspect ratio. The analysis allows straightforward
calculations of the manner in which the system is
affected when parameters are varied.

Introduction

One of the traditional design constraints in
•umfrrnmiucrlng magnets has been the necessity tc
limit mechanical strain in the conductor. This lias
•i— I tmi i required that a structural material be used
at a lower stress than would otherwise be feasible.
The problem has been particularly acute in pulsed
colls, such as tbe nl—lt beating (OH) coils of a
tnlr—mr fusion reactor, and Mgh-field steady-state
coils (above about 8 T). An important limiting factor
in Che pulse coils is fatiftue—induced increases in
the electrical resistivity of tbe copper or aluminas
stabilizer. Allowable strain in high-field steady-
state magnets is limited by strais-caused electrical
degradation in tbe A-15 'compound superconductors, such
as H»3Sn and V3Ca, which are required for fields above
• T. It has been knowr for some time that the A-15
compounds are less tolerant of strain than the more
ductile system Bb-Ti. Plasma scaling principles for
I nl wrt i are such that blgb-f ield-producing toroidal-
field (TT) coils for tokamaks are extremely desirable,
but many designs for superconducting TF systems are
restricted to 8 T (—«—n field at tbe windings) to
permit use of niobium-titanium conductor. Use of A-15
compounds, of which tbe most commercially developed is
nbjSn, allows fields Ik tbe range 12-16 T, but nany
designers have avoided these compounds because of their
lower allowable mechanical strain and attendant mechan-
ical problems. Kecent measurements on multifilamentary
nojSn indicate that tbe best conductors may be appre-
ciably more strain-tolerant than bad been believed.
Bow strains as high as 0.62 appear feasible, and
reconsiderations of magnet design are appropriate. An
analysis of trades between strain and other magnet
system) parameters for both TF coils and the OB solenoid
should suggest ways in which system designers zam take
advantage of the KbjSn strain tolerance. It may also
help quantify the importance of high-strain conductors
for particular applications.

This analysis of the toroidal-field system adopts
as figures of merit tbe current density (•Icon) i n the
conductor plus tbe helium space and *st» Che fraction
of tbe winding cross section occupied by structural
material. International System (SI) units, such as
current density in anperes per meter squared (A/mz),
are used throughout without prefixes (except kilograms).
Current density (eTCOo)

 i s a s e d because it is easily
related to the current state of conductor technology.
A higher ̂ con implies in some way a less stable magnet.
The structure fraction, Ast» is an inverse measure of
tbe "efficiency" of tbe design in some sense. Because
tbe structure does not carry current and thus produces
no field. It sbculd be minimized. Mien >st reaches
unity, the magnet is impossible to build, but lower
values of X can be impracticably high. Because larger
—lunli of strncture leave less room for condnctor,
high %s£ and high Jcon are correlated.

In view of tbe number of eases that must be tested
to identify trends, a straightforward method to calcu-
late Jcon and %st is needed. A closed-form solution
was therefore obtained by making appropriate assumptions
and then deriving Jcon and l%t as functions of the
following variables: hoop strain, Young's modulus of
the structural material, aspect ratio (major radius/
minor radius) of tbe magnet system, ratio of cross-
section width to radial build, major radius, ̂ "^irif
field, and number of coils. Tbe assumption that most
requires revaluation is that tbe longitudinal strain
in the conductor is equal to the hoop strain in tbe
magnet. Ibis is patently not true for some cables, but
conductor strain in this case should be less than
structural strain so tbe analysis is conservative. An
understanding of the relation among material properties,
geometry of tbe superconductive composite, and its
mechanical behavior as a unit is urgently needed. He
also assume that all loads are carried by the structure
rather than tbe conductor. Ibis is conservative in
that values of J^, and Asc calculated on this assump-
tion will be Estlgher than in actual practice. If tbe
conductor is elastic and tbe coolant fraction known,
the elimination of this assumption should be a useful
and straightforward refinement of tbe model. He further
assume that the coils touch at the inside of tbe torus,
that the winding is rectangular in cross section and of
uniform current density, and that bending stresses can
be neglected. The validity of all four of these assump-
tions depends on the particular reactor design, but all
are substantially true for several current designs.
We find that:
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& « Young's nodulous off the stirmctwsrat
Material in tine hawrp directional,

e « hoop strain in both structure and
conductor,

X - axial width/radial build,

B •= aarianm field at the winding,

of IF coils in tbe array.

, * major radios of tbe array,

X * aspect ratio of the array, and

tic permeability of free space.M *

Mhile this analysis makes 'con and *st calculable

t<n>ira>idall-ff5ela8 system design- TAie simplified to
latiom usafces it practical tig test namy cases and search
for generall trends by rieduitrinjg tbe aaoiot of computer
tine needed for tbe csBcojiJlait fam. In summary, a: higher
strain allowance in tbe conductor Bakes tokamak.
toroidal-field coils appreciably easier to build froa
a mechanical standpoint. Structural materials with a
lower Young's modulus, such as aluminum coapared with
stainless steel, are more feasible. Alternatively,
less structure say be used, leaving sore room for
conductor and heliua and making a acre thermally
stable aagnet possible.
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as functions of any two variables If -values for the
others are chosen, for die present we will cone *m
ourselves only with interactions between strain and tbe
other variables, the sore significant of these inter-
actions are shorn in Figs. 1—10. Values for Che
paraaeters that do not -ary in each case are shows
in Table 1. Bote that each contour symbol has the
saae value on the contours of Ast hue not of «?con-

Flgures 1 through 4 denonstrate the interacrlsm
between Stax, showm on tbe vertical axis in tesla,
and strain, sham on the horizontal axis. M l para-
aeters are equal for the two pairs of graphs, except
that Figs. 1 and 2 apply to a steel structure and
Figs. 3 and 4 apply to aluminum. Ihe odd effect in
tbe high-field, low-strain corner of Figs. 3 and 4
•ay be understood by referring to Fig. 4. 13te acagaet
has Int.uw entirely structure, and tftiis set <af para-
aeters describes a magnet system tSiat is impossible
to build. {Ihe sawtooth effect is a computer arti-
fact.) In these, and later cases, it imay be noted
that while «?coia a™J ̂ st a r e related for given values
of tbe parameters, they are mat directly piEZTportionalL.
Ibe general conclusion from Figs. 1 through 4 is tbat
higher allowable strains enable botfo smaller current
densities and less structaire.

Figures 5 and 6 shew tbe relation between straits
and major radius (in meters). l%e i s t plots are
omitted because, in this analysis, Ast is mot a
fuoctijum of major radius. Figure 5 corresponds to
a steel structure, Fig. 6 to aluminum. Especially
for the stiffer steel structure, tbe size of the
coils is much more important than strain. Both of
these are calculated for tbe moderately law field of
12 T.

Strain vs nuaber of coils {calculated as 3
continuous function) is sHcottn in Figs. 7 and 8.
number of coils iias only weak influence on the
figures-of-nerit.

H i e

The effects of aspect ratio are shown in Figs. 9
and 10, for an aluminum structure. It i s evident that
a small aspect ratio makes tilings difficult for a
magnet designer even while i t Improves plasma con-
finement. However, a low-aspect-ratio system is
easier to built with bi^fo-straim rfaaim with low-strain
conductor. The low-aspect-rattio, low-strain cornier
of tbe graph represents an impossible magmet (given
this set of assumptions).

fie have seen how appropriate assumptions mafce itt
possible t© quickly assess tine feasibility, from a
magnetic and structural standpoint, of a particular

Fig. 1. Conductor Current Density as a Function
of Mffijiinwm Field anid Hoop Strain for Steel Structure.
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Fig. 2. Structure Fraction as a Function of
Haximurai Field and Enop Strain for Steel Structure.
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Fig. 3. Conductor Current Density as a Function
of tfaxiim Field and Hoop Strain for Miwfinwn Structure.
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Fig. 6. Conductor Current Density as a Fraction
of Array Major Radius and Hoop Strain for Alomtini
Structure.
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Fig. &. Structure Fraction as a Functions of Stazi-
Field and Hoop Strain for Aluminum Structure.

Fig. 7. Conductor Current Density as a Function
of Kna&er of Coils and Hoop Strain.

Fig. 5. Conductor Current Density as a Function
of Array Major Kadius and Stoop Strain for Steel
Structure.
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Fig. 8. Structure Fraction .is a Function of
DSun&ier of Coils and Hoop Strain.
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Fig. 9. Conductor Current Density as a Fimctiora
of Arrow Aspect Ratio and Hoop Strain.

Fig. 10. Structure Fraction as a Function of
Array Aspect Katie, and Hoop Strain.

Table 1. Somnmry of Paraneters Investigated with Eqs. (11 and (2)

Figure
Values Hotted*

Contour y Axis

Values of Variables

(Fa)
J

C-) CT)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

con

con a

2

2

7

7

2

7

7

7

7

7

E+ll

E+ll

E+10

E+10

E+ll

E+10

E+10

E+10

E+10

E+10

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

2-5

2-5

10

10

10

10

5-15

5-15

10

10

10

10

8-16

8-16

8-^6

8-16

12

12

12

12

12

12

18

18

18

18

18

18

16-24

16-24

18

18

Strain is plotted on x axis in all figures.

x « 1 in all cases.
C2 E+ll for steel, 7 E+10 for aluminum.


